
61.

ON TCHEBYCHEFF’S THEORY OF THE TOTALITY OF THE 
PRIME NUMBERS COMPRISED WITHIN GIVEN LIMITS.

[American Journal of Mathematics, ιv. (1881), pp. 230—247.]

If it be admitted that Legendre’s approximate formula for the number 
of prime numbers inferior to a given number, which has been confirmed by 
direct enumeration of the number of prime numbers contained in the first 
few millions, can be extended to those remote regions of number which 
transcend the limits and even the possibilities of human experience, it will 
follow as a consequence that the average density of the distribution of prime 

numbers in the neighbourhood of a large quantity x approximates to ∣^∙—- ,

and consequently that the number of primes included between x and (1 + e)x, 
or if we like to say so, between x + A and (l + e)zc + R, will be approxi- 

mately equal to an^ therefore will become indefinitely great, however

small e may be taken. Although there can hardly be a doubt that such is 
the fact, no step had been taken previous to Tchebycheff’s researches towards 
establishing this proposition demonstratively. Tchebycheff has succeeded 
in proving it, not, it is true, in an absolute sense, but for all values of e 

exceeding the fraction He has done more, inasmuch as he has given

formulae for actually ascertaining a number x for all values superior to 
which there will be at least any specified number K of primes included 
between x + A and (1 + e) x + B when e has any positive value superior to ∣,

and A and B are any quantities positive or negative. He may not perhaps 
have actually stated this proposition in so many words, but it is an im
mediate inference from the limits (expressed in terms of x, x- and logic) 
which he has obtained to the number of prime numbers not exceeding x. 
The object of what follows is to make a little further advance in the same
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direction, and to show upon Tchebycheff’s own principles that the propo
sition remains true when e is conditioned no longer to be inferior to the 

fraction , but to the fraction ~ + i o' , sθ that the excess above unity

(the region so to say of darkness) is scarcely more than five-sixths of what 
it is for the first named fraction. This conclusion is arrived at by aid 
exclusively of Tchebycheff’s own formulae.

Tchebycheff’s method may be regarded as the first approximation to the 
inferior and superior limits of a quantity ψx subject to the conditions

Tz⅛ > Ax + F log x,
Vx < Ax + F1 log x,

where yx = ψ% - ψ AL etc.,

(see Serret’s Cours d’Algebre εuperieure, 4th Ed., Vol. ιι., pp. 230—233), 
and to the further conditions that ψzr is not less than ψ√ if x > x, and that 
tyx = 0 when x < 1.

The limits obtained for ψzr depend exclusively on these definitions, and 
would be applicable to any function ψ# whatever that satisfied them.

The advance made in this article consists in pursuing the approximation 
through an indefinite number of steps, so as to bring the superior and inferior 
limits to ∙tyx continually nearer and nearer to each other as regards the 
principal term (a multiple of x} which enters into each of them: the remain
ing terms over and above this multiple of x in the expressions for the limits 
always continue to be positive integer powers of log x, and consequently the 
ratio of the limits becomes as nearly as we please identical with the ratio of 
the principal terms (that is of their coefficients) when x is taken sufficiently 
great: this ratio as given in the first approximation is ∣, but as the approxi
mation is continued continually converges to but never reaches the fraction

7 1
6 + 4642{⅜‘

Such, and such only, is the small but not unimportant contribution here 
supplied to Tchebycheff’s remarkable theory. As no allusion is made to the 
possibility of this contraction of the limits in a work published so recently 
as 1879, by an author so competent as M. Serret, I presume that it has 
hitherto remained unnoticed ; but of this I cannot speak with certainty, 
inasmuch as it was enough for M. Serret’s purpose to obtain for the ratio 
of the principal terms a number less than 2; that being sufficient for the 
object he had in view, which was to prove M. Bertrand’s celebrated postulate 
that at least one prime number must be included (for all values of x greater 
than ⅝) between x and 2x — 2.

34—2
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532 On Tchebycheff’s Theory of the Totality of the [61

Although I might confine myself exclusively to the determination of 
the limits to ψic which flow from the conditions above given, it is, I think, 
desirable to supply a brief summary of M. Tchebycheff’s method, so as to 
point out the connexion between the determination of these limits and 
the limits to “ the totality of the prime numbers comprised within a given 
range.” In so doing I shall adopt for the convenience of reference the 
notation which I find in M. Serret’s able exposition of the subject (Alg. sup., 
Vol. ιι. pp. 22δ—239).

θx stands for the sum of the logarithms of all the prime numbers not 
exceeding x.

y',∕χ = θx + θf + θxs + θxi + θx⅛ ÷ ...,

m . , x ∙ x , x , xlx = γx + Y2^^τ3+τξ÷Y5 + ∙∙∙>

and, as a consequence founded on purely arithmetical considerations, Tx is 
the sum of the logarithms of all the numbers not exceeding x, and therefore, 
as an easy deduction from Stirling’s theorem, it follows that for all values of 
x superior to unity,

Tx < x log x — x + I log x + jlog √(2ττ) +

Tx > x log x — x — ∣ log x + log √(27γ).

If then Vx (a notation not in Serret) be used to denote

Tr — rΓx — rP-- T-+ T —1 2 3 5+ 30

(where it should be noticed that 1 -i^~κ-^+isτ,= θ), limits for l7ic can

be found in which ic logic will not appear, and expressed solely in terms of 
x and logic: it may in fact be shown that for all values of x superior to 
unity,

Vx > A (x — 1) — I log x 

Fc < A (ic — 1) +1 log x,

where A = log 2 + log 3 + v log 5 log 30 = '92129202....Λ O 0 ov
The limits actually employed, however, are the slightly wider ones,

5
Vx > Ax — - log x — 1 

Vx < Ax + I logic.
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61] Prime Numbers comprised within given Limits 533

If now we take an infinite succession of numbers separable into batches 
of sixteen, such that every (i+ l)th batch may be got by adding 30⅛ to each 
of the numbers in the first batch, those numbers being

1, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24, 29, 30
(where it is perhaps worth noticing that leaving out the last number 30, the 
remaining 15 consist of a middle term 15 and pairs of numbers whose sum 
is always 30, disposed symmetrically about that middle term), it will readily 
be seen to follow from the expression for V in terms of the T’s and of T in 
terms of the ψ,s, that

τr , , X , X , X . X . X . X . x ∖Ftf = ≠c-≠θ + ψ>y-≠-+ + ψ--ψ<-

, X , X , X , X , X , X . X , x
+ ≠i7-≠18 + ≠19-≠20 + ≠23-≠24 + ≠29-≠3δJ

, X , X , x∖
+ ≠Sι-≠36................................................................-≠45

-
. X . X , x

+Ι'47-Ι'4a..............................................................-ψ∞)

+≠6i.......................................................................................
+...............................................................................................

just in the same way as if supposing ωx = ψx~ 2ψ^ we should find

or as if supposing Ωx = ∙ψ∙χ — ψ - Ψ θ we should find

Ωzr = ∖frx + ∖∣r^- 2ψ + ≠ γ + ≠ qy “ 2ψ ÷ ∙ ∙ ∙ ■

From the limits to which Vx is subject (Vx being now regarded as represent
ing the series of ψ,s above written) limits can be found to ψx of the form 
mx + jβ1 (log x∖ nx + R2 (log zc), where the R,s signify rational integer forms 
of function. In the first approximation, for the inferior and superior limits

J . .
respectively, ra = √l, n = 6--; R1 is a linear and R2 a quadratic form of 

o
function. In the approximation of the ïth order and n will become 
functions of i, and R1, R2 will be of the fth and (t + l)th orders respectively 
in log a?.

The limits of ψx being supposed to be given (say y∣r,x the superior and 
ψιΧ the inferior limit), ψ,x will serve as a superior and ψ1zr — 2∖∕∕⅛- as an 
inferior limit to θx. But instead of ψ,x we may use (although not at all
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534 On Tchebycheff, s Theory of the Totality of the [61

necessary for the object in view) the slightly closer limit -ψ⅛-ψ1a>⅛, which 
is what M. Serret employs, and equally instead of ψ1zr- 2ψ'x- we might use 
the slightly closer limit

ψ1ΛJ — y∣∕'fχ⅛ — ψ∙'x⅛ — yfr'χi + -ψ-1x1^0,

which, probably as leading to calculations needlessly complicated (as regards 
the object in view), M. Serret does not employ. In any case, following the 
same notation as before to distinguish the two limits, we shall obtain

θ'x = nx + F (x-, log x), 
θ1x- mx + F' (..., log x),

where F, F' are rational integer forms of function, and the dots in the F' 
may be filled in either with x⅜ or with x⅛, x⅛, x∖ χ^; and we shall have

θ'x = nx (1 + ex∖ θ1x = mx (1 + ηx), 
where ex and ηx vanish when x = ∞ .

To come to our ultimate object, it is obvious that the number of primes 
between x and (1 + p)x will be greater than [01(1 + p)x — 0'x] ÷ logic. It
will therefore be greater than [Z≤L±f)—!il±zL⅛ where 8x = 0 when x = ∞ . 

log x
Hence we may find a value of x so great that the number of primes shall be 
at least K by finding a number x sufficiently large to make

θ1 (1 + p)x — θ'x — (K — 1) log x > 0,
which it must always be possible to do provided that m(l + p')>n, that is, 
that p>(^-lj. Hence the importance of diminishing what I call the

asymptotic ratio — , that is, the ratio of the coefficients in the principal

terms of the superior and inferior limits to ∖∣rx. That is what I shall now 
proceed to accomplish, but first it is necessary to establish a certain easy 
lemma.

Suppose the equation fx —f- = Axm is to be satisfied; this can be done c
crnby writing/# = A ——- x, and in particular if m = 1, the only case that the

C I
Q

present theory demands, fx =------ Ax. Again if the equationC J.

fχ -f-c=p (l°g χy

is to be satisfied, this may be done by making
fx = Po (log ^)μ+1 + P1 (log x~)fi + P2 (log λj)'a~1 + ... + Plilogx,

fg κ)C
for since log - = (log x — log c), fx— f- will then obviously become a function c c
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61] Prime Numbers comprised within given Limits 535

of log x of the yu,th order, which may be identified with P (log xf by properly 
assigning the values of the (μ,+ l) disposable constants Po, P1, P2, ...Pμ,. 
In fact the equation might easily (if it were worth while to do so) be turned 
into an equation of differences, and the geueral values of the P’s be ex
pressed once for all in terms of Bernoulli’s numbers for any value of μ. 
Hence it follows that the equation

fx — f- = Nx + Pp* log x,

where Pμ is a rational integer form of function of the μth order, may be 
satisfied by making

Q
fx = —j- Nx + Pμ+1 log x,

where the second term on the right hand side of the equation is a known 
function of log x of the (μ, + l)th order.

Suppose now that the inequality ψzr — ψ - < Nx + Pμ log x, where c > 1, c
is given, and it is desired to extract from this inequality an inferior limit to 
ψ∙x. It is only necessary to get a solution of the equation

fx—f- = Nx + Pμ log x. c

We shall then have ψ~x -ψ^< fx — f -,

, x . x ~x j,x
γ--γ~2<S --J0 0 v o

. X , X ~x .x

and consequently fx — f-a> — ψ — .c* C∙*

If then q be supposed to be taken such that — , say z, lies between 0 and 1, 

we shall have fx — y∣rx > fz,
and à fortiori >Pμ+1log^ (if N be positive, as is the case throughout the 
present investigation), where the right hand side of the inequality is a 
known rational integer function of log 2. If then M be a number less than 
the least value that Pμ+1^ can assume between the limits £ = 0, £ = —loge, 
we shall have yjrx < fx — M, and an inferior limit will have been obtained 
tθ "^rχ.* The reader’s attention is called to the fact that I⅛μ is used throughout to denote a form of 
function, and not, like Pμ, a coefficient.
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536 On Tchebycheff,s Theory of the Totality of the [61

In the first approximation (Serret, p. 234), where μ, = 1 and c = 6,
⅛f = 4⅛fi + jf'

the minimum value of which is got by taking 2ξ = — log 6 or £ = —log√6 
(which happens to lie between the limits of log 1 and — log 6) and gives

J∕_ —θ , so that ≠zr < fx + ° θ . The actual value employed for 
16 r *z 16 r j

the superior limit, as sufficiently near and more convenient for use, is fx + 1.
So in the general case we shall have fx — yjrx > M where M is any number 

less than the least value of Ą+1 ξ for values of ξ lying between 0 and — log c. 
It may or may not be the absolute minimum of Ri+1ξ that has to be taken 
according as the value of ξ which gives this absolute minimum does or does 
not lie between 0 and — loge. In the latter case it may be either some 
other minimum, or one of the values of Ri+1ξ corresponding to the extreme 
values ξ = 0 and ξ = ~ loge, which might be found by trial. But a method 
practically better and sufficient for the demands made by the present in
vestigation, would be to substitute zero in place of any term in the function 
of ξ of the form + Nξ-m or — Kξ2m+1, and for any term of the form — Kξ2m 
or + Kξ2m+1 to substitute — K (log cfm and — K (log c)awι+1 respectively.

For instance, in the case just considered we might have written 

> = -∣log6,

5and the superior limit instead σf being fx + 1 would have been fx + - log 6,
which would practically have been just as good. With a view to a remark 
which will subsequently be made it is well to notice that the inequality

f∣x — ψ — > Nx + Rμ log x c
may also be solved precisely in the same manner, and will give for an inferior 
limit to ∙ψx (using fx to signify the very same function as before) fx-M1, 
where (JV being supposed positive) J∕1 = — N log c + any quantity not less 
than the greatest value of a known rational integer function of a variable 
conditioned to lie between 0 and — log c, which may either be found by an 
exact algebraical process or by substituting 0 in those two cases where 
previously — log c, and — log c in those other two cases where previously 0 was 
to be substituted for the variable.

The lemma needful for our purposes may now accordingly be stated in the
ocfollowing terms : If ψ∙x -∙ψ- is less or greater than Nx + a given rational c

integer function of log x of any given order, ∖∣rx is less or greater than
Q

—γ Nx + a known (and easily determinable) rational integer function of 
↑ogx of the order next superior.
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61] Prime Numbers comprised within given Limits 537

If the coefficients of x in the superior and inferior limits to y]rx at any 
stage of the investigation be called u and v, I shall show that these values 
will serve to give (step by step) other superior and inferior limits where 
u and υ are replaced by quantities u, v', such that u, <u, v > v, u', v' being 
known linear functions of u, v. We shall thus be led to a system of two 
simultaneous linear equations of differences in order to obtain the effect of 
those changes repeated any number, finite or infinite, of times : but for 
greater clearness I shall begin with supposing that one of the two ex
pressions u, υ, namely, v (which undergoes far less modification than the 
other) is kept constant. There will then result a single scheme of successive 
substitutions leading to the construction of a single linear equation in 
differences.

The first step will then be as follows :
. , æ λ 5, , x , xψx-ψ-<Ax + ^logx-ψ1^ + ψ~

<^ + !lo^-^T-i1ogf-1) + ⅛^ + 4⅛(lθg⅛)s + 3,θKra

or writing λ=log6, μ. = log 7, ι∕=loglO,
x 171 . 5 1 . f/25 5v∖ 1 5ι>2 5 5 _)≠* - ψ 6 < Ϊ75 Λχ + 4λ <*°ε + t(T " 2λΓg X + 4λ - 2 >i - Ϊ ” +1} ■

Hence ψx < Vζ".** Ax + P (log x)3 + Q (log x)s + Rx — M,

where first to find P, Q, R, we have the three equations
3∙pλ = ⅛

4λ

-3pλ≈ + 2Qλ=∣-g

Pλ3 - Qλ2 + R∖ = N. _ _ μ _ _ v + ιt

4, , ∙ r» 5 λ 15 5v n 5 15 5r 5r2 5μ, 1
1S’ - 12λ2 ’ ~ 4λ “ 4λ2 ’ ~-12 + T- 2λ + 4λ2^2λ + λ,

Here P is positive ; Q, whose sign depends on that of 3 — ⅛-1θ > *s a^sθ 

positive ; and
r> 10 , ( l' 1∖2 5μ-2 5R = 3- + °⅛λ-2j -^ 2λ~~4

= 333333... + ∙10160 ... - 21570 ... - T25 
= 3,43493 ... — 3,4070 ..., which is also positive.

Hence we may make

Jf = - Pλ3 - R∖,
or _Jtf_1+^x_5(iLM+^=1.2947.

4 2 4λ
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538 On Tchebycheff, s Theory of the Totality of the [61

It is quite possible, and even most likely, that the minimum of
Pλθ - Qλ2 + RX

(within the prescribed limits) would be found to exceed — 1 were it worth 
while to go through the arithmetical calculations necessary to obtain it, but 
it is quite sufficiently near for all practical purposes to use the value above 
determined, or even to take — M as great as 2 and to adopt for our new 
superior limit

171jγ5 Ax + P (log λj)3 + Q (log rc)2 + R log x + 2.

In like manner this new limit will enable us to find another, and it is 
obvious that the general form of the limit obtained after i of these steps have 
been gone through will be uiAx + R∙l+2 log x, where

6 ∕1 1 %i-1∖ ,1 . ∙ 36~ 5 [1 - 7 + lôj ’ that 1S’ Ui ~ ~W ~ 35 '

Putting ui = t∣>i + h
, 1 . 22 r 36 + . , 90and making — A = — j that is, h = ,2jO uO I I

3
we have ωi — ~ ωi~1 = 0.

Hence Ui = G(fź) + fp

90The ultimate value of Ui is therefore γy , and accordingly, by repeating
the process indicated a sufficient number of times, we shall have for a superior
limit — et∙^ Ax + Pt∙+2 log x> where e< may be made as small as we please

by taking i sufficiently great, and thus the ultimate asymptotic ratio of the
two limits is -θ~ instead of77 5

Another mode of approximation may be used, as shown in what follows.

Since ∖lrx — ψ — < Αχ — ψ — +
'10 6 7

if we have found ψ∙x < ui'Ax + Ri+2 log x

we shall have ^rx — ψ yθ < Ax + ?.«/ A θ — A y + P‰ log χ,

and therefore ψ.r < w'i+1 Ax + Ri+s log x,

where √.+1 = _ i +1 w.j

that is, ^.+ι_^Μ/=|θ;
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61] Prime Numbers comprised within given Limits 539

or

where

√=A∙(Ay+⅛-

27 20_90 
“22'21 “77’

Thus h' = h and consequently also, if we suppose each of the two sorts of 
approximation to start from the same point, K≈C.

Hence the ultimate value of Ui and w∕ is the same, but the former method 
of approximation is to be preferred, as the same number of steps, that is, the 

same value of i, makes C + h always > C ÷ The corresponding

values of Ui, ui have the same initial and final values, but for every inter
mediate value of i, ui< ui. In fact ui, ui are ordinates to the same abscissa 
of two non-intersecting curves, having a common starting point and a common 
asymptote.

(5 ∖ i ∕ g ∖ i
27; ~ (⅛∕ a maχi'

mum, which takes place when i is the integer next above or next below the 
value

log log y - log log y
---------- ----------- τ=---- , which is obviously less than unity.

logy —logy

Hence after the first approximation ui and ui' are always drawing closer 
together.

We may now proceed to the more (but only very slightly more) advan
tageous method of approximation, namely, that in which the principal terms 
in both limits are simultaneously varied, decreasing as before in the superior, 
and now at the same time increasing in the inferior limit.

Suppose then that we have found
ψ® < uι Ax + Ri+2 log x 
ψx > Vi Ax + ,¾+1 log®;

observing that — ~- is always positive, we shall succeed in increasing the

principal term of the inferior limit by writing
Λ?y∣fx > Ax + Vi A — Ui A 2y + Ri+2 log x,

and slightly more than previously diminishing the principal term in the 
superior limit by writing

yfrx — y∣r — < Ax — ViA^+UiA jθ + R i+a lθg a^∙
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540 On Tchebycheff, s Theory of the Totality of the [61

We shall thus easily derive
∙>]rx > vi+λ Ax + Ri+2 log x
ψ∙x < ui+1 Ax + Ri+3 log x

, 1 1 υi uiwhere B(+1= ! +

6 ∕1 vi uΛ 6 6 3ui+1 = 5(11-7+10) = δ-35≈,i+25κi

or, making vi =■ vi' + ∕, %i = t√ + e,

*,i+1-24 i + :i^Ui=Q

! 3 , 6 , ^u i+1 - — ui + -zvi =0,2o do

.e 23 j, , 1 1 6 , 22 6
lf 24jf+29β 1, 35^+25β 5'

_ J_ ι
∕, 24 ’ 29

So that, calling p1, p2 the roots of = 0,
6 3
35’ p~25

wl∙ = C1 p1i + C2 p2 + β

Vi — C∕ p1l + C2 p2 +f

The equation for finding pu p2 is

„__97 87
p 600p 40600 ’

whence p1 = ,167253..., p2 = Ό05637....

Also the equations in e, f give e, f (the values of ux, υa0) as follows :

59595 51072
β~ 50999’ 50999'

If there were any use in obtaining the values of the disposable constants 
they could of course be obtained from the equations

r jn , _θ r , n 1 lθ2θOι + C2 + e — m0 — -, C1 p1 + C2 p2 + e = u1== ,£> o ∕ O

cι' + C2' +∕= r, = 1, Ct'p, + G,'p, +∕= r1 = ∣⅛∣i.

The asymptotic ratio of the two limits is
e _ 59595 6 11
∕ - 51072 - 7 + 51072 '
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61] Prime Numbers comprised within given Limits 541

Various other modes of approximation may be adopted, but it will be 
found that no smaller value can be obtained for the asymptotic ratio than

59595that above given : the value of ua0 cannot be made less than —n , nor the
Vt∕t7t∕

It may be noticed that eΛ = 1Ό06774 ..., fA = ,992619 ... of which the 
sum is nearly Γ999394, and their mean nearly *999697, whereas the mean

6√lof A and — (the original coefficients of x in the limits) is nearly 1Ό1342.

Thus the new mean is more than 44 times nearer than the latter to the true 
asymptotic value deducible from the empirical formula.

Were it desired merely to find superior and inferior limits to ψx∙ in the 
form obtained in Tchebycheff’s method, it would (as already indicated) have 

been sufficient to have taken for Vx, Tx— 2T which would have led to the 

inequalities
ψ∙x > (log 2) x + R1 log x, 
yjfx < 2 (log 2) x + R2 log x,

but the asymptotic ratio being here 2, these limits could not have conducted
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542 On Tchebycheff’s Theory of the Totality of the [61

to a proof of M. Bertrand’s postulate. If, however, we were to take

Vx = Tx — T · — T T we should obtain 2 3 o
Vx > Bx + R1 log x,

Vx < Bx + R1' log x,

where B = ~ log 2 + ∣ log 3 + ∣ log 6 = Γ0114043,

and Vx = ψ∙x + ≠ ? — 2ψ + ≠ γ + ≠ ~ ⅛ ÷ ,', ’

when we should obtain

ψ∙x — ψ < Bx + R1' log x,

ψx < Bx + R2 log x,

and again ψ∙x + ψf> βx _j_ j0g x,
o

ψx > B x + R2 log a?.

.30Here the asymptotic ratio of the two limits is —, which being less than 2,JL t√
the formulae above indicated would suffice to prove M. Bertrand’s postulate, 
and would lead to an equation somewhat simpler in form than that led to 
by M. Tchebycheff’s process, but whose greatest root would be considerably 
larger than that found by the established method; so that there would be 
a larger number of verifications of the postulate to be made for the lower 
numbers : this, however, is really a matter of very trifling importance, as 
the needful verifications could be made even up to 100,000 if necessary, by 
throwing a rapid glance over a few leaves of Burckhardt’s tables.

It is noticeable that the limits above found by giving Vx the form
(CTx — 2Tχ are the only limits that can be got in such case; no process of

successive approximation being here possible, on account of the too close 
ze occontiguity of the successive denominators in ψ∙x — ψ - + ψ - ....Z o

Such, however, would not be the case were we to use Vx to signify
Tx-T^-T~-T^, and consequently 

f∕ O ∖)
τr , . x n . x . x , x n , x , xI⅛ = ≠a'+ ψ5-2ψ- + ψr, + ψ — - 2ψ12 +ψ13....
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The limits expressed by the inequalities
y∖rχ < Ui Bx + ..., 
ψic > Vi Bx + ...,

would lead to the narrower limits
ψx < ui+1 Bx + ...,
yjrx > υi+1 Bx + ...,

where ωi+ι=l(l-F+∏)-

^=1-⅛i+Γh-

.ι . ∙ . ui ^vi θ Λthat is to say ui+1 - vw + - - = 0,
1U oι) O

ui . ui , vi -, ∩
5 +π+ ><+ι - g - 1 = θ∙

Hence, using as before e, f to indicate the ultimate values of ui, vi, we 
should have

21e + 4∕-28 = 0,
96e+275/-330 = 0,

, 4, 6380 r 4242and consequently « = 5391’ ≠= 539P

e 6380 _ 3 ι 1
an ∕~4242~2 + 249τθ√

which is the ultimate value of the asymptotic ratio, of which the initial value 
30was —, that could be found by this method.

In every such kind of series as I have denoted by Vx, it is obvious that 
the sum of the multiples of x under the sign of ψ in Vx is equal to the 
coefficient of x in either limit to Vx. Thus, for example, in Tchebycheff’s 
series, if we take n a multiple of 30, and make <Sn = l + ^ + ^ + ...+-, the

e e . r 1 1 1 1 1sum of n terms of 1 — π + ≈- τw + ττ∙∙∙6 7 10 11
_ Z 1 1 1 1 ∖ 1 Z 1 1 1∖

V 2 3 5 + 3θΓn+2⅛ + l + ⅜n + 2 ’ J

1 Z 1 1 , , lλ 1 Z 1 1 1]
+ 3 4n + l + ⅜n + 2 + '*, +J + 5 V⅜w + 1 +⅜w + 2 n∕

1/1 1 . 1∖.
30 V⅛n + l + 7fon + 2 + " nJ’
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and the multiplier of Sn being always 0, it follows that the sum of an 
infinite number of the consecutive terms

= ∣ log 2 + ∣ log 3 + ∣ log 5 - log 30 = A.

It may not unreasonably be conjectured that whilst nothing more can be 
done with the Tchebycheffian Vx, it may be possible to find such other form 
of function in lieu of it, or such infinite succession of different forms of 
function, as may either directly or by successive approximation bring the 
coefficients of x in the two limits as near as we please to one another, at the 
expense, of course, of proportionally lengthening out the residues, or tails as 
they might be termed, of the two limits. Could this be done, it is easy to 
demonstrate that the limit thus continually approached from opposite sides 
must be unity, as indicated in advance by Legendre’s empirical formula. 
For this purpose it will be sufficient to use the simplest form of Vx, namely,

ccTx — 221 -, whence we obtain 2
+ ... > log 2 . zc(l + ex),

ÿx - ∖∣r - + Ÿ - ... < log 2. a? (1 ÷¾),

ec, Vχ being known logarithmic quantities which vanish when x= <x>.
For suppose it possible to prove that, with a value of h capable of being 

made less than any assignable quantity,
ψx >Q(l-fi)x + Gx, 
ψx < Q (1 + h) x + Fx,

F ca Gocwhere , — may be made as small as we please by taking x sufficiently 
large, (I mean by taking x greater than some certain value ξ). Then

(l + ⅛)log2.^<ψic-ψ∣ + ψ∣... -≠

J-,X τix ΤΊ &+ Fx — F - + F - ... — F —.2^ 3 x 2m.

Let ξ be taken so great that for all values of x greater than , — Z∣11Ι∙ 0C
shall be less in absolute numerical value than where k is an arbitrary 
positive quantity: then, if we take x > ξ, the sum of the absolute values of 
Fx, F^, F '∣, ... F ■—, is less than kx ; and à fortiori

Tf -JJ X JJ X -j-1 00 JFx-F- + F~ ... — F ~-<kx.2 3 2m
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Therefore Q (1 + A) log 2 . x > (1 + ec) log 2 . x — kx.
l ^ i A√

Hence, Q being greater than — % — + log ’ an^ e*, being all
three capable of becoming indefinitely small, 1 — Q cannot be a finite positive 
quantity; which amounts to saying that 1 — Q cannot be positive.

In precisely the same manner, dealing with the other limit to Fir and 

stopping in its development at the term ψ —- (instead of stopping at

the term — ψ it may be proved that 1 — Q cannot be negative. Hence 

1 — Q must be zero, that is, Q = l. Q. E. D.

We have thus determined what is the common limit to which the principal 
terms in the superior and in the inferior limits of ψχ are bound to approximate, 
on the supposition of the possibility of formulae being discoverable admitting 
of the interval between these principal terms being capable of being made as 
small as we please. But to pronounce with certainty upon the existence of 
such possibility, we shall probably have to wait until some one is born into 
the world as far surpassing Tchebycheff in insight and penetration as 
Tchebycheff has proved himself superior in these qualities to the ordinary 
run of mankind.

8. 1∏. 35
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